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This volume might also be called Becoming a Poet.
I was writing short stories in 1967—I’ve kept a few of them, and they 

aren’t bad. But after I arrived at The Writers’ Workshop at the University 
of Iowa to be a fiction writer, it occurred to me for the first time to be a 
poet, and I began. These books delineate my progress towards fully being 
that poet, between the ages of 23 and 28. The volume doesn’t include 
Songs for the Unborn Second Baby, my first long poem, written the year I 
turned 28 and recently republished by Distance No Object. Early Works 
contains plenty else: embarrassment, breakthrough, exaltation, the joy of 
making, a representation of trying to be a human being. It also contains 
kinds of poems written for the first time ever anywhere, since I was a 
woman, pregnant twice in this period, and taking my poetic training 
from both fiction writing and the New York School of poets. I wrote 
about pregnancy and childbirth directly, my subject because it had to 
be—who had ever done that before? In 1972 who had?

Being alive are you always the same person? I invite you to this volume 
asserting I am still she or at least remember how I chose the words con-
tained herein as my details, conscious that no choices were correct, but 
somehow the details would add up to something “true” nonetheless. Soci-
ety tells you what a detail is, but you are eternal self and if they want that 
one (detail) they can have it but the way I am myself will severely mess 
with their ways. I wrote 165 Meeting House Lane when I was 25, inspired by 
Edwin Denby’s “Later Sonnets.” The “later” poems of a man 42 years older 
than I. I had still not been pregnant in these poems. I was learning less 
from radical bodily change and how the world seemed to look at me than 
from formal curiosity and an urge I still can’t suppress to make better, 
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more interesting, more different, poems. I didn’t really like sonnets very 
much, but I liked Edwin’s, and Ted’s (Ted Berrigan), Wyatt’s (Sir Thom-
as), and not so much Shakespeare’s. Edwin’s forms—his masters included 
Dante and Gertrude Stein—stimulated in me a peculiar experience of 
dredging up from self-obscurity words I never anticipated. I still remem-
ber what this felt like and still hope to feel it again whenever I write.

Phoebe Light, being perhaps a step up in production values from 165 Meet-
ing House Lane in its not being mimeographed, contained poems written 
both before and after that sequence, in Iowa City, Manhattan, the Bronx, 
Bolinas, and Chicago, where I was first pregnant. Bill Berkson published 
it—his press Big Sky did, a fact that looks pretty good now, as does 165 
Meeting House Lane’s coming out from Ted’s “C” Press. And I had a lovely 
Alex Katz cover, as I had had the Phil Whalen drawings for 165 Meeting 
House Lane. . . . Could I possibly have been living up to these covers? In 
Phoebe Light I’m learning things about density, dreams, influence, how I’ll 
never sound literarily correct. I didn’t want to sound like the live and re-
cently dead poets who were mechanically praised, taught, and rewarded. 
But as for the poets I was influenced by, I always seemed to arrive some-
where else. I didn’t know I was probably supposed to; I know that now.

In Incidentals in the Day World I have been, as Ted might say, blown out 
of the water by post-partum depression. I will leave the reader to that 
discovery. I did merit the Philip Guston cover, I knew, because I had suf-
fered and also because I felt myself arriving as a poet. Anselm Hollo wrote 
to me saying of the book, “It is a friendly giant.” It was big for a mimeo-
graphed flat-stapled publication; I think Lewis Warsh, of Angel Hair, did 
everything by himself, typing, mimeo cranking, and collating. The sonnet 
sequence “Great Wines, Interiors and Spirits of the World,” first published 
in the Alice Notley Issue of Out There, is as freaked-out as Incidentals but is 
an attempt to change the sonnet into something more giving, long-lined, 
and unpredictable than a grid with a caption at the end. It was written 
in Battersea, London, just before our family moved to Wivenhoe, Essex, 
where all of the poems in For Frank O’Hara’s Birthday were written. This 
book contains, among shorter poems, the poem “Your Dailiness,” which 
made a “forever” change in my poetry. In Wivenhoe I was suffering greatly 
from the post-partum depression, but I also became pregnant there with 
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my second son. One morning, I think just before that second pregnancy, I 
awoke with a five-page poem in my head that simply needed to be written 
down, word for word. I was “given” it, every word at once. It was another 
writing experience I would hope to have again in the future, but I’m not 
sure a poem has ever come to me as mysteriously and wholly as that one. 
The book was published by Wendy Mulford’s press Street Editions, with a 
cover by Julia Ball. The cover of the Alice Notley Issue of Out There was by 
Rochelle Kraut, and so, one notes, there were women artists in the world! 
Both their covers were in color, and that was very different.

The “Uncollected Early Poems” section of this volume is taken largely 
from little magazines, including my issue of Out There, a Chicago maga-
zine edited by Neil Hackman. Publish your own magazine being the best 
way at this time to get your own poems published, to assert an aesthetic, 
and to make room for yourself. My magazine was called CHICAGO, le-
gal-sized, flat stapled mimeographed, with covers exclusively by George 
Schneeman, great artist and dear friend. I published nine issues, first 
from Chicago and then from Wivenhoe, and many of the poems in this 
section were originally published in it. But there are also poems in here, 
and in the four books, first published in The World, Telephone, Strange Fae-
ces, Milk Quarterly, Stone Wind, Oink, The Human Handkerchief, Harris Re-
view, and even the not-so-small Paris Review.

I am fascinated to see all these poems, these books, published here, to-
gether. But no time has passed, really. Yes one is the same person always, 
and I am still that person. I am still young, embarrassed, and trying to 
figure out how to write the next one. I suddenly remember everything 
about being myself. . . . That isn’t the right way to end a preface. I want 
to thank Nick Sturm for overseeing this volume, for finding my early po-
ems, for becoming interested in our magazines and our poetry communi-
ty, for doing this work. And also Jeff Alessandrelli, who like myself and 
my friends, has followed his true interests and taken the charge well. And 
Kit Schluter for his skill and intelligence. I would also like to thank my 
two sons, Anselm Berrigan and Edmund Berrigan, for becoming amazing 
poets and people. And once more, I thank Ted, who is somewhere.

Alice Notley—January 1, 2022 
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In the author’s note that begins Grave of Light: New and Selected Poems 
1970-2005, Notley writes, “My publishing history is awkward and unti-
dy, though colorful and even beautiful.” I have always been enamored of 
this sentence, which reminds us that an array of dispersed and varying 
publishing contexts are the original sites that give shape to such a book’s 
form. It is also something of an invitation into that color and untidiness, 
a prompt to become more curious about the awkwardness and beauty of 
Notley’s publishing history. This book, Early Works, accounts for a signif-
icant portion of that history by bringing back into print the complete 
versions of her first four books, a little-known 22-poem sonnet sequence, 
and a large selection of uncollected poems gathered from little maga-
zines. In doing so, Early Works joins an important set of recent volumes 
that put Notley’s earlier poetry back into circulation, including Manhat-
tan Luck (Hearts Desire, 2014), which collects four long poems written 
between 1978 and 1984, and Songs for the Unborn Second Baby, originally 
published by United Artists in 1979 and reissued in a facsimile edition by 
London-based Distance No Object in 2021. Each in their own way, and 
especially taken together, these books continue to confirm that, as Ted 
Berrigan writes in The Poetry Project Newsletter in 1981, “Alice Notley is 
even better than anyone has yet said she is.”1

There is an odd temporality in attaching “early” to Notley’s writing—
her work from the later 1970s and early ‘80s is often described the same 
way. Early Works, which takes its title from a poem in Phoebe Light, is 
really the earliest of the early, beginning in 1969, when she was a grad-
uate student at The Iowa Writers’ Workshop, and leaving off in 1974. 

1. “Reading Recommendations,” The Poetry Project Newsletter no. 81 (March 1981).
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This was a period for her, as she notes in the preface, of “becoming a 
poet.” During these years, Notley lived and wrote throughout the United 
States, in Iowa City, Manhattan, the Bronx, Southampton, Bolinas, and 
Chicago, and in England in Battersea and Wivenhoe, and published her 
first books: 165 Meeting House Lane (“C” Press, 1971), Phoebe Light (Big 
Sky, 1973), Incidentals in the Day World (Angel Hair, 1973), and For Frank 
O’Hara’s Birthday, published by Reality Street in 1976 though composed 
in 1974, and so included here. For a poet of Notley’s stature, very little 
has been written about these books, likely because none have been in cir-
culation beyond the initial small print runs. She has published so much 
subsequently—The Speak Angel Series, published by Fonograf Editions 
simultaneously with this volume, is a prismatic, other-worldly case in 
point—that we have seemingly taken for granted how little of her early 
poetry has been accessible. In this sense, aside from reading her books in 
special collections reading rooms and via rogue PDFs, “early” has been 
equivalent to “unavailable.”

The initial impetus behind this book was to fill this gap by bringing 
these first four books back into print, though I am glad for how this proj-
ect quickly exceeded that frame. In 1970, before the books noted above, 
Notley wrote a manuscript titled Love Poems, a collection of splashy, 
sharp lyric poems that trace the textures of a split relationship and hav-
ing no money in New York City. Parts of Love Poems, along with other 
vital early poems and the sonnet sequence “Great Interiors, Wines and 
Spirits of the World,” were published in 1974 in the fourth issue of the 
Chicago-based little magazine Out There, which was dedicated wholly to 
Notley’s work. Nearly that entire issue of Out There, along with poems 
from other little magazines like The World, Sugar Mountain, Strange Faeces, 
The Harris Review, The Milk Quarterly, Telephone, and Notley’s own CHI-
CAGO, are reproduced in this book. These poems, which have floated 
outside of Notley’s books for 50 years, show that she has done more, and 
done it more variously, than we might have known. The earliness that 
one encounters here then is its own epoch, a period of “Alice language,” 
as Peter Kostakis describes it in Out There, that newly confirms her as 
“Leader of the Pack.”2

2 “Eavesdropping on the Cocoon,” Out There no. 4 (1974).
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***

In 1969, Notley returned from a trip to Morocco and Spain to complete 
her graduate degree at Iowa. This was the moment where, beyond the 
scope of the university, “it all opened up for me, and I knew who I was 
as a poet and who my models and peers and so on were going to be. And 
what language I wanted to live in.” New patterns of reading—through 
Keats, Williams, Whalen, O’Hara, Waldman—facilitated a transforma-
tion in which “things became this line—this line of poets—this tradi-
tion. And I saw that there was a place for me in it. And I haven’t been 
the same since.”3 Early Works allows readers to trace how Notley initially 
absorbed and reanimated this tradition. One kind of example is a set of 
imitations (“Imitation is not a bad thing; tradition is not a bad thing”)4 
that Notley completed at Iowa, a project to account for missing credits, 
some of which are included here, like “Poem for Here,” an imitation of 
John Wieners, and “December,” an imitation of James Schuyler. Another 
kind of example is 165 Meeting House Lane, which, as Notley acknowl-
edges, was influenced by Edwin Denby. In a review of Denby’s work, she 
writes, “It was, I believe, contact with Edwin Denby’s later sonnets which 
broke the ice for me psychologically; and psychological liberation could 
only be technical liberation—syntactical freedoms in particular which 
mysteriously enabled me to say myself.”5 That syntactical freedom, both 
similar to and divergent from her later sound, is everywhere on display in 
these early poems. “Who taught you such verse & succour such pap” asks 
the last line in “Poker Hand” from Phoebe Light—and one answer might 
be Denby. There is an understudied crystalline lineage at work between 
these two poets. Notley’s respect for the clustered musical richness of 
Denby’s “perfect works” should draw readers back to his own poems, an 
oeuvre that itself absorbs a Steinian sonic intricacy that is another of 
Notley’s less-acknowledged influences.

3 “An Interview with Alice Notley,” interview by Edward Foster, Talisman: A Jour-
nal of Contemporary Poetry and Poetics, The Alice Notley Issue no. 1 (Fall 1988).

4 “American Poetic Music at the Moment,” in Coming After: Essays on Poetry (Ann 
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press), 2005.

5 “Edwin Denby: Collected Poems,” The Poetry Project Newsletter no. 37 (July 1976).
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In addition to writing out of Denby’s sonnets, Early Works shows other 
versions of Notley’s relentless negotiation with form. Her experiments 
with the sonnet sequence in 165 Meeting House Lane and “Great Interiors, 
Wines and Spirits of the World,” the former breezy and witty, the latter 
torqued and defiant, attest to the need to include Notley’s work in con-
versations about contemporary experiments with the sonnet, a form that 
even readers familiar with her poetry might not know she has written 
in. Versions and echoes of other forms light up across Early Works, some-
times directly, as in “Education Villanelle,” and other times in ways that 
betray constraints for more lively results. As she writes in “Great Balls 
of Fire,” “Once, / I wrote a perfect Alexandrine / However I had to cross 
out 3 words to make it interesting.” This permission to “Be unmetrical 
Be FRAGRANT,” from “A Corona,” continues to unfold across Notley’s 
writing from her syllable-by-syllable transformations of 17th century po-
ems in When I Was Alive (Vehicle Editions, 1980) to the formal and cul-
tural “noncompliance” she describes in “A Poetics of Disobedience.” Her 
devotion to visual art as form and source, which organizes so much of 
Alice Ordered Me to Be Made (The Yellow Press, 1976), appears here, too, in 
the immutable “Your Dailiness,” and in the kaleidoscopic background of 
“Great Interiors.” The lushly associative, voice-filled, operatic poems of 
How Spring Comes (Toothpaste Press, 1980) and Waltzing Matilda (Kulchur 
Foundation, 1981) also find their formal precedents in these poems, es-
pecially in Incidentals in the Day World, like “Three Strolls” and “Splashes 
of Yellow.” This process of constantly trying out, of braiding and riding 
across tradition, of coming into contact, dreaming, insisting, and writing 
in every kind of line, any type and length of line (“How could a girl have 
a line?” she asks),6 mark the poems in Early Works as distinctly Notley’s 
in an ongoing, simultaneous present. As she writes in the first poem in 
this volume, which is also the first poem in her Master of Fine Arts thesis 
from Iowa, “‘Music is simply trying things’ / This morning.” 

This music, in its variousness, is the material edge that shapes the fuller 
view of Notley’s vision we receive in Early Works. “A poet makes a world,” 
she writes in an essay-lecture from the mid-1980s, “by recombining the 

6 “American Poetic Music at the Moment,” 2005.
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parts of it that are words,” 7 confirming how inextricable the sounds one 
makes in their poems are from the living presence they embody and en-
act. Though I am suggesting that some of these poems can be read as prec-
edents for later work, and while Notley herself describes how this book 
“delineate[s] my progress towards fully being that poet” whom she is, 
there is also a music fully achieved here, an energetic, raging, desperate, 
humorous, and immaculately attentive music laced with the devotions 
and crises that one encounters throughout her work. Sometimes there is 
a wicked sculptural density in that sound, shaped for the sake of sound, 
as in “I dredge my torrid superstitious good- / For-nothing sub-fuck like 
whiskey gets drunk on amber” from “Great Interiors.” Sometimes the 
sound gathers up a sinuous writerly environment in which one is making 
one’s self coincident with the poem, as in “Great Balls of Fire”:

                     in order to
           atone by working
                 I’m slapped up
           against it. A brooch in the form of a lyre, strung
           with hairs (Keats’)
                               But blur the beginning, blur
           the ending, explode the middle

                             And there am I.
           Sick of the daily
           specifics though they’re life’s blood
           and of virgin gossamer, & of granite, terrified too.

And at yet other moments there is a music composed out of having been 
young and shattered, of having to invent a way of writing one’s life, im-
printed with such will and spirit that readers will find a consciousness 
negotiating so hard with itself in the present that it insists on its own 
irreducible future, as in “Three”:

7 “Because Words Aren’t Language,” Talisman: A Journal of Contemporary Poetry 
and Poetics, The Alice Notley Issue no. 1 (Fall 1988).
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   Maybe I’m supposed to spend
   this life finding out by
   finding out about not succeeding
                             No
   I don’t believe like that, yet
   I’m writing holding a baby
   and I realise, myself, I haven’t
   myself, haven’t a self
   and me wanting to impress you
   with my universal and wise and
   crystalline beautiful flowering
   and form, O my person!
             My person
   is smears of prints
   from all the touchings    layers
   of prints
         right down to
   the one fist of crystal
   I mean the one
   the one that smashes through
   like death and power

Years ago I wrote down something that Notley said in a recording, the 
source of which I can no longer find, so that now I am completely unsure 
whether it is apocryphal or not. She said, “I can’t write like a New York 
School poet anymore because I’m dead.” Having built a life through so 
many words, who could argue otherwise? Singing to us out of this book, 
“Liberation / Notley,” “Alice Nightly,” Alice Notley is alive.
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“courage is the only root of beauty”

head doesn’t go all the way into a

Why don’t you break on break on

Nov 2: I need a birthday book but what

I’m doing is having my stomach be in knots

accuse myself of sizing up poets

               Missing

talks to himself too much in a very talking

        to himself way

Humility, arrogance, & other roots

    also he’s a great

Use self sad loosely as model

Result should be something like High-

“Music is simply trying things”

                This morning
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Paul Clayton

If trouble don’t pine
       to pine I’ll live along
Weep no more
            It’s all cave in, the train I’m on

Every little thing the way I’m goin, that ain’t
gold
            All astray
           (Ain’t no hammer their way outrings mine)

            Not to weep for me
                  before I’d see you
there was born a reckless
                ship
             bitter swords
Never with the gaily won all those
    who can’t come home
all night high on the ocean
     In bed with the gaily
met you have anchored
            & you can say suffer

I’ll tell my momma
       on this mountain
           If you let em

you see shinin
           they’ll lead time
            time darlin
flyin from
    you
           don’t know me you can’t tell
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Poem

Elsie Gibbons has died

  after a long illness

Frank Dougherty has died

              after a short illness

Emma Cornog has died after a long illness

a class in mountain climbing being conducted

  hundreds of miles from the nearest peak

   twenty years ago today

               who

can find happiness as a sex symbol?

       Mrs. Luckey

to entertain holiday guests

      Jake & Martha Luckey

            of Chicago

     Mark & Jill Luckey

               of Richardson Tex.
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              Pat Strickland John Marilyn Janet & Kathy

                         of Baxter Mo.

—every one
      is probably

            their own favorite sex symbol

           Jim Luckey Connie & Linda

                  of Kellogg

& Mr. & Mrs. Merle Bleu & Janey

& Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Wilson all of Washington

& Mr. & Mrs. Bob Rittenmeyer

             & the Fred Luckey family of Riverside

                & I

would just as soon be here on the page Thanksgiving a day

after War & Peace

     PART II

        almost got me to heaven onscreen

O sky clouds Andrei’s nose the sound

   of War & Fat Pierre
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        Immortal Soul defying the French—

equal to 175 hen eggs

          Aepyornis Maximus, egg

                   of the Elephant Bird

& another hero of today’s Press Citizen


